
APPROVED TRAINING ORGANISATION
E-ATO 190

¡ Bilingual training (English / Spanish)

¡ Our own maintenance team, exclusively for our aircraft

¡ International Airport and Private Airport

¡ Modern facilities for training our pilots

¡ Professional ME+IR+CPL Programme + Pilot Pack 2022, the most complete modular
training programme offered by a European ATO

¡ Spain's biggest fleet of latest generation Diamond and Cirrus aircraft: Diamond DA42, 
DA40, DA20 / Cirrus SR20, and Tecnam P2008 JC MKII

¡ One Air SimLab, the biggest simulator centre in a European ATO with more than 20 
simulators: Alsim AL42, Alsim ALX, FTDC A320 and B737, Redbird full-motion Xwind, 

Touch screen and VR Garmin 1000 Trainers.

THE MOST COMPLETE MODULAR TRAINING PROGRAMME OFFERED BY A EUROPEAN ATO

PROGRAMME + PILOT PACK 2022

ME+IR+CPL
PROFESSIONAL

Awards

ONE AIR

Aeronautical
Training

AVION REVUE
Aeronautical Training

2020 & 2021 Awards

Two consecutive years 2020 & 2021 

BEST SPANISH AERONAUTICAL TRANING SCHOOL



Welcome to aviation,
welcome to One Air

A.T.O.
Approved

Training

Organisation

EUROPEAN AVIATION SAFETY AGENCY

AGENCE EUROÉENNE DE LA SÉCURITE AÉRIENNE

EUROPÄISCHE AGENTUR FÜR FLUGSICHERHEIT

“AVIATION OFFERS IT ALL”
Charles Lindbergh

Welcome to the European South Coast Flight Academy: One Air.

We focus on student-centred learning delivered through dedicated career-oriented staff, who offer you detailed, 

professional training in all phases of your aviation education and who genuinely care about your success. In our ATO 

you will find the  design for training: Diamond most advanced and modern fleet of Diamond and Cirrus aircraft

DA20 C1, DA40 G1000, DA42 G1000 and Cirrus SR20, and Tecnam P2008 JC MKII.

As an EASA Approved Training Organisation (E-ATO 190), we offer you the high standards of safety, comfort and 

quality education that you expect from a professional flight academy.

With our base in Málaga International Airport and modern facilities in Málaga Nostrum, we are in a strategic 

situation both with regard to the city centre and the other cities in the province. In addition, we offer our students new 

luxury accommodation so that our students can focus purely on their training.

We will help you make a smooth transition to the beautiful city of Málaga for your ground and flight training as many 

students will be far from home. We can provide housing, forms for visas and all the help that you need to feel 

comfortable in Spain. Not only is Málaga a fabulous place to live but it is also the best place to train our pilots thanks 

to the Mediterranean climate and ideal weather conditions for pilot training.

Our new             accommodation is located a few minutes from our facilities and Málaga International Airport 

where 95% of the training takes place.

If you want to become a pilot, visit us and discover what we have to offer.

Our consists of more than  and is the best equipped in a European ATO. It is divided into new SimLab 20 simulators

Commercial and General Aviation zones and is equipped with  EASA FTD compliant simulator, Airbus A320 Boeing 

737-800 NG Alsim ALX APS MCC, PBN FTD compliant simulator,  with FNPTII certifications for , SEP Complex, 

MEP Complex,  Diamond DA42 replica certified for IR and PBN training,  full-motion crosswind Alsim AL42 Xwind

simulator, the first in Europe,  Glass Cockpit and  Glass Cockpit simulators as well Diamond DA20 C1 Cirrus SR22

as others.

New times, new concepts, welcome to aviation, welcome to One Air, the flight training center created by pilots for 

pilots

SCAN OR CLICK

SCAN OR CLICK

https://youtu.be/Kbt_wI9o8-A
https://youtu.be/GpYaJwE7VPY


¡ Exceptional performance

¡ Joystick controls with pedestal mounted throttle

¡ Used by the United States Airforce (USAF) as a 
primary trainer for their pilots

¡ Ergonomically designed seating

¡ High glide coefficient

¡ Carbon fibre single-engine aircraft

¡ Two-seater aircraft with high visibility bubble 
canopy

¡ Equipped with Garmin G600 / G650 /
Interactive G3X Touch

Single-Engine
DIAMOND DA20 C1
Eclipse

¡ Range: 1,013 km; 629 mi (547 nmi) with 30 
minute reserve

¡ Stall speed: 83 km/h; 52 mph (45 kt)

¡ Rate of climb: 5.1 m/s (1,000 ft/min)

¡ Service ceiling: 3,999 m (13,120 ft)

¡ Propellers: 2-bladed Sensenich fixed
pitch propeller

¡ Cruise speed: 256 km/h; 159 mph (138 kt)

¡ Wingspan: 10.87 m (35 ft 8 in)

¡ Length: 7.16 m (23 ft 6 in)

¡ Height: 2.18 m (7 ft 2 in)

¡ Empty weight: 528 kg (1,164 lb)

¡ Fuel capacity: 24 U.S. gallons (91 L; 20 imp gal)

¡ Powerplant: Continental IO-240-B3B four 
cylinder horizontally opposed piston aircraft 
engine, 93 kW (125 hp)

¡ Gross weight: 800 kg (1,764 lb)

Characteristics and Performance

¡ Carbon fibre single-engine aircraft

¡ Operated by the USAF for initial military training

¡ Autopilot and many more extras

¡ Fully IFR with Garmin 1000 Glass Cockpit

¡ Exceptional manoeuvrability

¡ Joystick controls and four ergonomically
designed seats

Single-Engine
   DIAMOND DA40
     Garmin 1000

Characteristics and Performance

¡ Empty weight: 1,755 lb (795 kg)

¡ Crew: one pilot

¡ Height: 6 ft 6 in (1.98 m)

¡ Loaded weight: 2,645 lb (1198 kg)

¡ Max. takeoff weight: 2,645 lb (1198 kg)

¡ Useful load: 890 lb (403 kg)

¡ Length: 26 ft 5 in (8.1 m)

¡ Powerplant: 1x Lycoming IO-360-M1A
180 hp (134 kW) and 1x Austro Engine

AE 300 170 hp (127 kW)

¡ Rate of climb: 1120 ft/min
(5.69 m/s)

¡  Range: 720 nm (828 mi, 1341 km)

¡ Cruise speed: 150 knots (173 mph,
279 km/h)

¡ Capacity: three passengers

¡ Wing area: 145.3 ft² (13.5 m²)

¡ Wingspan: 39 ft 2 in (11.9 m)

¡ Stall speed: 49 knots flaps down
(56 mph, 91 km/h)

¡ Service ceiling: 16400 ft (5000 m)

SCAN OR CLICK
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AIRCRAFT

https://youtu.be/vu-eqIcLKXE
https://youtu.be/RG4WD4Joz4U
https://youtu.be/Al_wdEB2O0o


Multi-Engine
DIAMOND DA42
Garmin 1000

The ultimate carbon fiber
multi-engine aircraft

AIRCRAFT

SCAN OR CLICK

¡ Rate of climb: 6.5 m/s (1,280 ft/min)

¡ Height: 2.49 m (8 ft 2 in)

¡ Empty weight: 1,251 kg (2,758 lb)

¡ Capacity: 4 persons

¡ Wing area: 16.29 m2 (175.3 sq ft)

¡ Wingspan: 13.42 m (44 ft 0 in)

¡ Gross weight: 1,700 kg (3,748 lb)

¡ Maximum speed: 356 km/h (221 mph; 192 kt)

¡ Length: 8.56 m (28 ft 1 in)

¡ Long Range: 2677km (1485nm)

¡ Service ceiling: 5,486 m (17,999 ft)

¡ Full IFR with Garmin 1000 Glass Cockpit

¡ Meteorological radar

¡ TKS anti-icing system: Certified to operate in 
icing conditions

¡ Carbon fibre multi-engine aircraft

¡ Autopilot

¡ TCAS Traffic Collision Avoidance System

¡ Long range fuel tanks

¡ FADEC digital engine controls

¡ ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance 
System

Characteristics and Performance

https://youtu.be/knKWAFeVHkk


¡ Single-engine with side stick and 
ergonomic seating for four

¡ Cirrus Airframe Parachute System 
(CAPS)

¡ Glass Cockpit

¡ Powerplant: Continental IO-390-X 210hp

¡ Garmin 650 / 430

¡ Propeller: 3-blade constant speed

¡ Wingspan: 38 ft 4 in (11.68 m)

¡ Height: 8 ft 11 in (2.72 m)

¡ Gross weight: 3,050 lb (1,383 kg)

¡ Length: 26 ft 0 in (7.92 m),

¡ Stall speed: 56 kn (64 mph, 104 km/h) 

¡ Service ceiling: 17,500 ft (5,300 m)

¡ Rate of climb: 1158 ft/min (5.9 m/s)

¡ Cruise speed: 155 kn (178 mph, 287 km/h)

¡ Empty weight: 2,126 lb (964 kg)

Characteristics and Performance

Single-Engine
CIRRUS SR20
Glass Cockpit

Single-Engine TECNAM P2008 JC MKII
Premium Edition - Garmin G3X

SCAN OR CLICK SCAN OR CLICK

¡ Our students will be able to familiarise 
themselves with high wing aircraft and 

experience different flight characteristics, 
as well as different flight controls to those 

found in our Diamond and Cirrus fleet.

¡ Dual Glass Cockpit G3X Touch avionics with SVX 
synthetic vision, 3D terrain display and NVFR.

¡ Personalised, sport-finish, leather-trim seats.

¡ Carbon fibre fuselage.

¡ Luxurious interior with a wealth of detailing.

¡ Length: 6.97 m

¡ Wingspan: 9.00 m

¡ Height: 2.67 m

¡ MTOW: 1,433 lb (650 kg)

¡ Range: 575 Nm (1,065 km)

¡ Rate of climb: 755 ft/min (3.84 m/s)

¡ Cruise speed: 116 kts (215 km/h)

¡ Empty weight: 882 lb (400 kg)

¡ Stall speed: 44 kts (81 km/h) 

Characteristics and Performance

SCAN OR CLICK

AIRCRAFT

https://youtu.be/tHEA_bLUkng
https://youtu.be/Y58__9qL1dw
https://www.grupooneair.com/tecnam-p2008-jc-mkii-premium-aircraft/


DA20 C1 EC-NFVDA20 C1 EC-KUX

DA20 C1 EC-LICDA20 C1 EC-MQT

DA20 C1 EC-NKVDA20 C1 EC-LTESR20 EC-NGESR20 EC-NLH

DA20 C1 EC-MRQDA20 C1 EC-JOV

DA42 EC-NNU DA42 EC-MVA DA40 EC-LRF SR20 EC-LVJ

DA20 C1 EC-NAS

DA40 NG EC-MHQ

The biggest fleet of
Diamond and
Cirrus aircraft

in Spain

DA42 EC-MFV

P2008 JC MKII sn1261 P2008 JC MKII sn1262DA20 C1 DA20 C1

SCAN OR CLICK

https://youtu.be/FphJvZYX-fs


MAINTENANCE

We provide maintenance services exclusively for our own aircraft and don’t offer 

our services to third parties, ensuring the highest level of specialisation for our fleet 

of 21 aircraft and guaranteeing their operational availability.

Because safety is paramount:

Keeping our aircraft in perfect condition for our students is, and always has been, the highest 

priority for One Air. It is for this reason that we have our own maintenance centre and 

facilities authorised by the National Aviation Safety Agency (AESA) in accordance with 

EASA regulations. Our specialised technicians undertake daily maintenance at our 

facilities exclusively for our aircraft.

¡ We look after our aircraft so that they look after you.

Did you know that One Air has its own aeronautical maintenance centre?

¡ We don’t provide services for third parties, ensuring total control and 

efficiency for the management of our fleet.

Learn more about our maintenance:

EUROPEAN MAINTENANCE CENTRE
“One Air Tech & MB Aircraft Maintenance”

SCAN OR CLICK

https://youtu.be/biPm3Dg_2_w


RESOURCESREDBIRD
Xwind simulator

¡ The Redbird Xwind full-motion simulator, 

together with the right instruction, teaches pilots 

the appropriate techniques to face and overcome 

these two factors in total safety and without 

risks. By positioning the student in crosswind 

and gusting conditions, we teach pilots the 

specific techniques required to deal with 

these challenging conditions.

¡ Since the beginning of aviation, pilots have had difficulty dealing 

with crosswind and turbulence making it difficult to approach 

and land in these types of conditions. Practicing these phases 

of flight in adverse weather conditions involves elevated risk. 

The most common factors in accidents are those related to 

the weather, and especially to crosswinds and gusts of 

wind.

GARMIN 1000
Glass Cockpit simulator

¡ We believe in resources that add value and have developed various Garmin 1000 

simulators. By having actual Garmin 1000 avionics (software and hardware) you interact 

with the simulator in exactly the same manner as in the real aircraft.

¡ This simulator enables you to adapt to the aeronautical environment and to Glass 

Cockpit technology. Simulations of all types will be undertaken, classes in radiotelephony, 

introductory instrument flight courses and advanced instrument flight courses in addition 

to adaptation courses for single-engine and multi-engine Diamond and Cirrus aircraft. 

SCAN OR CLICK

https://youtu.be/s3eNA82q1Ig


In our new Crew Flight Simulator Lab by One Air, we offer you Cirrus 

Glass Cockpit simulators with two different types of avionics: the 

Cirrus SR20 Avidyne Entegra Glass Cockpit simulator and the 

Cirrus SR22 simulator with Garmin Perspective Glass Cockpit 

G1000.

The Cirrus SR22 / SR20 are single-engine aircraft 

manufactured by Cirrus Aircraft Corporation, the prestigious 

American aircraft manufacturer, which together Diamond 

provide aircraft for the USAF.

Our Diamond DA20 C1 GNS530 Analogue simulator is a crucial first contact for our 

students to understand the basic principals of flight in addition to familiarisation with the 

instruments as well as practising normal and emergency procedures, thus avoiding 

additional real flight hours.

One Air offers Diamond DA20 C1 

simulators with two different sets of 

avionics: Diamond DA20 C1 Glass 

Cockpit Garmin G600 with GTN 

650 and Diamond DA20 C1 

Analogue Garmin GNS 530.

The Diamond DA20 C1 Glass Cockpit G600 simulator provides a first contact with 

instrument flight and familiarisation with digital instrumentation.

CIRRUS SR22 / SR20
Simulators

Perspective Glass Cockpit G1000
Glass Cockpit Avidyne Entegra

DIAMOND DA20 C1
Simulators

Glass Cockpit and Analogue

RESOURCES

SCAN OR CLICK

SCAN OR CLICK

https://youtu.be/L_pZmwxZN8s
https://youtu.be/TyAeXXMGMKM


¡ This new flight training tool was developed by the renowned 

manufacturer Alsim to meet the specific requirements of all phases of 

training.

¡ Being FNPT II certified with Glass Cockpit technology and the most up to 

date hardware and software makes this simulator of great value for the 

training of our pilots and for obtaining certified hours.

¡ In keeping with our philosophy of investing in the latest technologies, we 

have acquired the first ALX simulator in Spain.

¡ Features Glass Cockpit technology and FNPT II Airbus A320 certification 

for the APS MCC. Also FNPT II certified for SEP complex, MEP complex 

and PBN (Performance Based Navigation).

¡ Alsim’s HDVS High Definition Visual System for total immersion.

¡ Used in conjunction with Jeppesen charts for complete standardisation 

of our pilots.

FNPT II ALSIM ALX 

Airbus A320 / MEP Complex / SEP Complex / PBN

SCAN OR CLICK

RESOURCES
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https://youtu.be/dBSfRDskZwc
https://youtu.be/kqO553QvfU0


¡ With FNPT II certification and being an exact replica of the One Air’s 

Diamond DA42s, the Alsim AL42 is used for Instrument Rating training, 

Multi-engine adaptation and PBN courses.

¡ This new simulator is a replica of the multi-engine Diamond DA42 

with Garmin 1000 Glass Cockpit. The simulator is the first of its type in 

Spain and was incorporated into our fleet in 2019.

¡ The Alsim AL42 is designed to offer maximum realism, as if you were in an actual Diamond DA42 

aircraft. This FNPT II certified simulator is an exact copy of the aircraft, which helps the student 

become familiar with the procedures and characteristics of the aircraft in order to provide a seamless 

transition to their in-flight training.

¡ Together with our FNPT II Alsim ALX certified for APS MCC Medium Jet A320, Multi-engine piston, 

Single-engine piston and PBN, this simulator makes One Air the Spanish school with the largest number 

of new simulators from the prestigious French manufacturer and able to impart the highest quality 

training for European pilots.

FNPT II ALSIM AL42 
Garmin 1000 / PBN

Diamond DA42 Replica Simulator

SCAN OR CLICK

RESOURCES
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https://youtu.be/-XpCnueZpkY
https://youtu.be/KYfOmRRcQTY


¡ Integrated instructor position isolated behind the cockpit with 

touch screens and dedicated software (management of all 

aircraft systems, radio aids, meteorology).       

¡ Configurable meteorology, adaptable to Categories I, II and 

III for low visibility training; PBN; NPAs, to allow preparation 

for any contingencies or missed approaches, wind-shear during 

takeoff and landing, TCAS I and II; winter operation ... and much 

more: everything that can happen in real life and during real 

operations.       

¡ Tasks as simple and common as a re-positioning with system 

failures in any phase of flight are solved in an intuitive error-free 

manner to maximise time and maintain concentration.       

¡ All types of current approaches are represented and 

performed; TCAS alerts and resolutions (TA/RA), load 

sheets, technical analysis, ECAM fault generation systems with 

resolution etc ...)       

¡  Seats with 5-point seat belts.

¡ Automation of all alpha floor protections. 

¡ Fly with total confidence and safety putting your training in the 

hands of our team of professionals; with reliable and precise 

equipment; with qualified professionals who meet your needs; 

just 2 minutes from Malaga International Airport and with the 

best value for money.

¡ Our simulator allows you to perform all kinds of procedures in a 

real training environment the same as that of the aircraft itself.

¡ Panels with breakers for performing procedures according to the 

QRH.   

Airbus A320 EASA FTD
Compliant simulator

¡ Global database with all airports and their updated 

approaches (ILS, LOC, GLS, VOR, NDB, RNAV, Radar etc)

¡ This professional software is used in MPL, EASA FNPT II MCC, 

recurrent training, EASA FTD devices, FFS or even customised 

for companies and private users.

¡ The characteristics of this simulator, except for movement in 

space, almost perfectly emulate an FFS. Thanks to being a fixed 

device, the end cost for the student is much lower compared to 

FFS simulators but uses the same professional software 

¡ The professional software recreates all the situations and 

phases of a normal flight as well as the presentation and 

resolution of abnormal events / procedures down to the smallest 

details.

¡ With the iPads installed in PF and PM stations, you work with 

specific cartography that represents the GPS position of the 

aircraft at all times; checklists; eQRH; as well as the entire library 

related to the aircraft and model of the manufacturer Airbus and 

the possibility of personalisation with that of the company in order 

to operate within their specific SOPs 

¡ Next level realism and complexity with a 220-degree 

cylindrical display system; with triple projection and 

photorealistic scenarios (ground and air traffic, landing strips, 

taxiways, vehicles, stands etc ...)

¡  Force Feedback control for captain and first officer with 

locking selenoid for autopilot, A/P Disengage, double hydraulic 

system for perfect damping

¡ CAN bus electronic control of all systems.       

¡  Immersive cabin with 100% real hardware (faithful to the 

original cabin, its functionality and configuration).

¡ Airbus A320 Type Specific Training Software, with 

professional upgradeable license using Airbus authorised data 

packs. This level of fidelity and reliability allow the FTD approval 

of this device.

SCAN OR CLICK

RESOURCES

https://youtu.be/O6alfByxIgA


Boeing 737-800 NG EASA FTD
Compliant Simulator

¡ Boeing 737 Type specific training software updated with professional license 

using Boeing's authorised data packages, allowing the approval of these 

devices as type specific.

¡ This professional software is used in MPL, EASA FNPT II MCC, recurrent 

training, EASA FTD devices and even FFS.

¡ Being installed on a fixed device, the effective cost for the student is much lower 

compared to FFS simulators but uses the same professional software. 

¡ It reproduces normal and abnormal flight situations in the finest detail. Its 

advanced FMS (Flight Management System ) software is presented as a high 

fidelity tool that allows you to create a training environment mirroring the real 

aircraft. 

¡ Next level realism and complexity with a 220-degree cylindrical display 

system with triple projection and photorealistic scenarios (landing strips, 

taxiways, stands etc ...) 

¡ CAN bus electronic control of all systems

¡ Immersive cabin with 100% real hardware (faithful to the original cabin, its 

functionality and configuration). 

¡  Real Boeing 737 Stick Shaker with controller 

¡ Fly in complete safety with unrivalled price and quality

just 2 minutes from Málaga International Airport.

¡ Global database with all airports and their updated approaches (ILS, LOC, 

GLS, VOR, NDB, RNAV, Radar etc )  

¡ Configurable weather, Categories I, II and III, NPA, missed approaches, 

wind-shear, winter conditions etc. 

¡ Integrated instructor position isolated behind the cockpit with touch screens 

and dedicated software (tracking in all phases of flight, approaches, TCAS 

resolutions including TA/RA, loading sheets, technical analysis, generation of 

ECAM systems failures etc. ...) 

¡ Seats with 5-point seat belts

¡ Panels with breakers for performing procedures according to the QRH.       

SCAN OR CLICK

RESOURCES

https://youtu.be/XWrsRm3Edjc


FACILITIES AND
RESOURCES

Our base and aeronautical training centre is located a few minutes from 

Málaga International Airport. Málaga International Airport is one of 

our bases and since our inception is where we have completed the 

IR, MEP, CPL and NVFR training. In Málaga airport and in Vélez-

Málaga we have our own hangars and facilities. Part of the CPL 

and UPRT phase of flight take place at the private aerodrome in 

Vélez-Málaga.

2Our training facilities, consisting of more than 2,500 m , feature: spacious classrooms 

equipped with the latest technology, multimedia library, virtual reality suites, operations rooms, 

briefing areas for individual tutorials, exam areas, student rest areas and eight zones with latest 

generation simulators "SIMLAB" (Airbus A320, Boeing 737,ALX, AL42, Cirrus SR20/22, 

Diamond DA20 C1, Xwind, G1000, touch screen, VR and more). One Air is also composed of 

departments for Training, Quality Control, Continuous Auditing, Scheduling, Flight 

Management as well as Reception, Training Assessor offices, Innovation and Development 

department. We also have free parking, nearby restaurant / food court and all with the best 

climate in Europe.

SCAN OR CLICK
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SCAN OR CLICK
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https://www.oneair.es/tour-virtual-3d/
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https://youtu.be/l2Ijy2PV5tU


RESOURCES
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Swimming pool

Solarium

Private rooms for meetings with friends and family

Private gym and space for yoga, pilates ...

Work spaces for study

Library

Private parking

Self-service laundry

24 hour reception

High speed wifi

Room cleaning service including towels and linen

All included: water, electricity, internet.

Cinema and multimedia room

CCTV surveillance and electronic access control

Games room

The accommodation includes ACCOMMODATION

5%

95%

¡ FACILITIES IN VELEZ-MALAGA (VELEZ-MALAGA AERODROME).

During the course you will need to make approximately 7 trips to this 

airport to complete the 13 hours consisting of part of the CPL + UPRT.

*It is important to understand that our strategic situation helps students to have a 

balance in their studies and personal life. Living in the city of Málaga instead of 

other towns, offers our students the best connectivity for their journeys. On the 

other hand, enjoying your free time in an environment like Málaga, together with all 

its resources and possibilities, guarantees the perfect balance for the best 

performance in your studies.

¡ FACILITIES IN MALAGA (MAIN BASE, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, 

ACCOMMODATION).

Here we complete all theoretical phases, simulation phases, advanced 

flight phase, accommodation, study, tutorials etc ...

Course time distribution ME + IR + CPL + PBN + UPRT +  APS MCC

¡ Superior                accommodation for our students is located just 

5 min from our main base. With a complete range of amenities 

and services, it is one of the best residences in Spain and 

probably the best in all of Andalucia.

¡ Of the ME + IR + CPL + PBN + UPRT + APS MCC Programme, 

95% of the training of our students is covered by the theoretical 

part, simulation, multi-engine flight phase and complementary 

courses among others, as can be seen in the explanatory chart. 

Everything is done in the city of Malaga / International Airport / 

Main Base which are all within 5 mins of each other. The remaining 

5% consisting of part of the CPL + UPRT flight phase depart from 

the Vélez-Málaga aerodrome which is 40 minutes from our 

facilities.

https://youtu.be/Ixzv786Ne0U
https://youtu.be/FPDhpQPUNno


¡ 30% discount on Flight Instructor FI(A) Course

¡ Certificate of completion of Xwind crosswind course

¡ 1 Free ME+IR Revalidation (DA42 flight time + examiner)

¡ Automatic entry into One Air's pool of reserve instructors FI(A).

¡ 40% discount on Full Type Training Course (FTTC)

¡ 3 hours flight time for UPRT

¡ 10 hours in SR20 G1000 simulator

¡ 40 hours in Alsim ALX A320 Medium Jet Simulator for

the APS MCC

PROFESSIONAL ME+IR+CPL
PROGRAMME + PILOT PACK 2022

ATTAINMENTS

¡ Commercial Pilot Licence CPL(A)

¡ MEP Rating

¡ UPRT certificate

¡ APS MCC Airline Pilot Standards Multi-Crew Cooperation 

Course

¡ 41 hours in FNPT II Diamond DA42 Simulator

¡ 30 hours flight time in multi-engine Diamond DA42

¡ 10 hours flight time in advanced single-engine Cirrus 

SR20/Diamond DA40

¡ IR with PBN privileges

136 HOURS HOURS FLIGHT + SIMULATOR PRACTICAL TRAINING

SCAN OR CLICK

SCAN OR CLICK

INCLUDES
¡ Instrument Rating (IR) Course

¡ Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Course

¡ Multi-Engine (ME) Course

¡ Crosswind Course in Xwind simulator

¡ Commercial Pilot CPL(A) Course

¡ Upset Prevention and Recovery Training (UPRT) Course 
¡ APS MCC

¡ 3 months accommodation

¡ All landing fees and airport taxes

¡ Examiner fees

¡ Assistance with application for licence and associated ratings 
¡ All didactic material

¡ Access to our interactive VR360 platform

¡ Garmin 1000 course in DA40/SR20 simulators

¡ 1 Free ME+IR Revalidation (DA42 flight time + examiner) 
¡ 40% discount on Full Type Training Course (FTTC)

¡ 30% discount on Flight Instructor FI(A) Course

PROFESSIONAL ME + IR + CPL
PROGRAMME + PILOT PACK 2022

*One Air exclusively employs new instructors who have undertaken training at the school.

https://youtu.be/-RnMbz-HPFM
https://youtu.be/AzXoVg2cTAA


PROFESSIONAL ME+IR+CPL
PROGRAMME + PILOT PACK 2022
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¡ With this exceptional course you can achieve your maximum 

potential during your ME+IR training. You will learn to fly in IFR 

conditions even before commencing your instrument rating 

course.

¡ At One Air our guiding star is safety and quality in our training. It 

is for this reason that we have developed an orientation course 

to be completed before the Instrument Rating (IR) course in 

order refresh your knowledge.

¡ The objective of the course is to make use of our Garmin 1000 

simulator to undertake various different missions in order to 

prepare for the ME+IR flight phase which uses the exact same 

Garmin 1000 instrumentation. In this way you can go though 

the procedures required for IFR analysing every detail with 

your instructor.

¡ Afterwards, you will commence your ME+IR course in the new 

AL42 simulator and the multi-engine Diamond DA42s. The 

simulator is an exact replica of the DA42s in which you will carry 

out your flight training, thus guaranteeing a seamless transition 

from simulator to aircraft.

GARMIN 1000 PRE-IR SIMULATOR COURSE

MULTI-ENGINE INSTRUMENT
RATING ME+IR AND PBN COURSE
Performance Based Navigation

¡ Once you have finished your preparatory course you will begin the multi-

engine instrument (ME+IR) phase. The first phase of training takes place in 

the state-of-the-art FNPT II Alsim AL42 certified simulator, an exact replica 

of the modern multi-engine DA42. Our Alsim AL42 is the first and only 

national unit of the French manufacturer.

¡ The second phase will take place in a multi-engine aircraft where you will 

learn the specific operations required to pilot multi-engine craft: 

asymmetries, flight with one operative engine, critical engine etc.

¡ We believe in innovation and strive for the highest quality training, so your 

flights will take place in the most advanced modern aircraft available for pilot 

training, the Diamond DA42 which is equipped with: Garmin 1000 avionics, 

weather radar, TCAS, anti-icing system and FADEC in addition to many 

other modern features. We also standardise our pilot training using 

Jeppesen procedures which are the very same as used by the major global 

airlines.

¡ You will undertake the flight phase with a qualified instructor and following a 

specific syllabus in order to successfully pass your skills test / flight test.

¡ Enjoy learning and flying in new aircraft with the most advanced technology.

¡ Additionally, to compliment the training, we have the latest generation FNPT 

II Alsim ALX glass cockpit simulator available to our students, which 

guarantees the smooth progression of our students in terms of flight time. 

One Air is one of the few Spanish schools with two FNPT II simulators.

¡ The PBN course has been an essential requirement all Instrument Ratings 

from 2020. Its objective is to impart the competencies established by AESA 

for Performance Based Navigation (GPS).

https://youtu.be/xOeDyKOJfL4
https://youtu.be/wcuSV3j3M6k


¡ New European regulations with the aim of integrating and expanding the JOC in an official capacity has 

recently lead to the creation of the APS MCC course which will become the standard demanded by 

the world's leading airlines.

¡ These courses are imparted by instructors who work as airline pilots and have extensive experience in the 

aeronautical sector.

¡ From 2020, the APS MCC has become a mandatory requirement for many airlines. One Air is one of the few 

European schools to be approved for the APS MCC.

APS MCC
Airline Pilot Standards - Multi Crew Co-operation

PROFESSIONAL ME+IR+CPL
PROGRAMME + PILOT PACK 2022

Advantages

Ÿ Adaptation to the latest EASA 
regulations for airlines

Ÿ Instruction in Medium Jet A320 
simulator with airline instructors

Ÿ You will take your course on the same type 
of aircraft (Medium Jet A320) as used by 
airlines for pilot selection tests with the same 
procedures

Ÿ Preparation for airline assessments
SCAN OR CLICK

¡ After successfully completing your skills test, you will receive your Commercial Pilot 

Licence CPL (A)

¡ The Commercial Pilot Course CPL (A) allows you to fly 

commercially and to receive payment for your work. You will fly 

three types of aircraft, the Diamond DA40 G1000, the Diamond 

DA42 G1000 and the Cirrus SR20. The standardisation of the 

avionics between these three aircraft enable you to complete your 

course in a more professional manner and to be more focused on the 

principals and requirements for the Commercial Pilot Licence CPL (A)

¡ For the majority of airlines, the job of pilot requires the flying of multi-

engine aircraft. At One Air, for your professional pilots licence, we have opted 

to do an important part of the course and the exam in the multi-engine Diamond 

DA42.

COMMERCIAL PILOT COURSE
CPL (A)

https://youtu.be/jlVY-wG6OQs


¡ For this reason, the prevention of loss of control of an aircraft is one of the main 

priorities in the advanced UPRT Upset Prevention and Recovery Training course.

¡ In the last decade, it’s been recognised that loss of control of an aircraft is one of the 

most dangerous risk factors, leading to fatal accidents in commercial air transport, 

hence a greater loss of human life.

UPRT - Upset Prevention & Recovery Training

PROFESSIONAL ME+IR+CPL
PROGRAMME + PILOT PACK 2022

The advanced UPRT course will train the candidate on theoretical and practical levels to:

¡ Understand and be able to manage the physiological and psychological aspects related to the 

loss of control of an aircraft.

¡ Develop the necessary skills to apply the correct techniques when loss of control of the 

aircraft occurs. 

Objectives

¡ Specific UPRT theory training: 5 hours

¡ Practical training: 3 hours of flight in the Diamond DA20-C1

¡ Upon completion of the course, the students will receive a certificate from our E-ATO 

190 for successfully completing the course along with the official certificate.

Structure

SCAN OR CLICK SCAN OR CLICK

¡ The Flight Instructor course enables pilots to work for Authorised 

Training Organisations (ATOs) teaching theory, flight and simulator lessons 

for the issuance of Private Pilot Licences PPL (A) or Commercial Pilot Licences 

CPL (A). This course can lead to a career in the school and the ability to obtain 

other ratings such as Instrument Rated Instructor (IRI) or Class Rating Instructor 

(CRI).

¡ Having completed the Flight Instructor course you will automatically be included as part of our 

team of flight instructors working at One Air.

¡ This Pilot Rating Course has a duration of 130 hours of classes and 30 hours of in-

flight training. Having passed the instruction phase the student will undergo a theory 

exam and flight skills test.

** Optional

¡ In One Air we look after our instructors offering favorable working conditions as well as a clear path 

to advancement.

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR COURSE FI (A)

FI IRI CRI Ratings

SCAN OR CLICK

https://youtu.be/MEqLav07JHk
https://youtu.be/IiXT3qJAaYY
https://www.grupooneair.com/uprt-course/


Full Type Training Course:
AIRBUS A320 & BOEING 737ONE AIR FTTC

A320 & B737

The “FTTC Full Type Training Course” created by One Air, is aimed at 

students who have completed our Professional ME+IR+CPL 

Programme + Pilot Pack 2022. 

What is FTTC and why was this new course created?

During the APS MCC course (completed within the 

Professional ME+IR+CPL Programme + Pilot Pack 2022), 

students learn to coordinate in a multi-pilot cockpit and 

understand the pilots’ roles within it (MCC Multi Crew Co-

operation) and also understand the standard required 

for airline pilots initially getting acquainted with 

Medium Jet  A320 (APS Airline Pilot Standards). 

After completing our Professional ME+IR+CPL Programme + Pilot Pack 2022, all of our 

students will meet airline entry requirements. At this point, they will have to carry out a 

personal interview as well as theoretical knowledge and practical tests with the airline itself. 

Finally, they complete a Type Rating which, in most cases, is in an Airbus A320 or Boeing 737, 

the two most important and popular commercial transport aircraft in the world.

Precisely for this last reason in which the students face a Type Rating for the first time, we 

decided to create a course that not only helps the student to successfully pass the Type 

Rating within the airline, but that allows them to, more than adequately, carry out simulator 

based practical entrance tests required by airlines. That is why we have created the FTTC 

Full Type Training Course, where the student will learn in a hands-on way the operational 

characteristics of the two aircraft most widely operated by the world's airlines, the Airbus A320 

and Boeing 737. Additionally, the student will also reinforce the theoretical entrance tests and 

personal interviews for acceptance to an airline.

SCAN OR CLICK

https://www.grupooneair.com/fttc-full-type-training-course/


What makes up One Air’s A320/B737
Full Type Training Course (FTTC)?

¡ , videos and high resolution photos with general procedures on Self-Study Course Material in 360 degrees

virtual platform and application for iPad as well as general and specific bibliography of all theoretical and practical 

components. (Distributed at least 2 weeks before course commencement) 

¡  Orientation will be Orientation and reinforcement of theoretical knowledge for airline assessment:

provided on the most important criteria according to various airlines in relation to the theoretical requirements. (6 

hours classroom based training with current airline pilots) 

¡ Examples and processes to follow based on the criteria of multiple Psychometric tests and group dynamics: 

airlines. (2 hours classroom based training with specialist psychologist) 

¡  Workshop during which several interviews will be analysed, focusing on Preparing for the personal interview:

the profiles sought by airlines. (2 hours classroom based training with specialist psychologist) 

¡  The most important operational characteristics of the aircraft will be Theoretical Type Training Airbus A320:

studied, as well as normal and emergency procedures, SOPs, flight phases, systems, use of the FMC, flight 

preparation, takeoff, climb, cruise, descent, approaches etc… (10 hours. Imparted by active airline pilots with 

A320 type rating)

¡   The most important operational characteristics of the aircraft as normal, Theoretical Type Training Boeing 737:

abnormal and emergency procedures, SOPs, flight profiles, systems, use of FMC, preparation of flight, takeoff, 

climb , cruise, descent, approaches etc ... (10 hours. Imparted by current airline pilots with B737 type rating)

Theoretical Component: 
AIRBUS A320 PHASE:

Practical Simulator Training

¡ 20 hours in EASA FTD compliant Airbus A320 simulator

¡ Airline access test in EASA FTD compliant Airbus A320 simulator

¡ 4 hours A320 MCDU training

¡ 6 hours training in A320 Mock-up

AIRBUS BOEING B737-800 PHASE:

¡ 6 hours of training in B737 Mock-up

¡ 20 hours in EASA FTD compliant Boeing 737 simulator

¡ 4 hours 737-800 FMC training

¡ AIrline access test in EASA FTD compliant Boeing 737 simulator

* Reduced theory group number of 4 to 6 people.

* Sessions conducted in pairs with PF and PM.

* All A320 and B737 simulator sessions are taught by current airline pilots 

Owith the corresponding A320 and B737 type ratings.



Duration / Full Type Training Course

¡ FMC training in Boeing 737-800 flight computer

¡ Training in A320 and 737 mock-ups

¡ Practical training in Airbus A320 EASA FTD compliant 

simulator + airline assessment test

¡ Practical training in Boeing 737 EASA FTD compliant 

simulator + airline assessment test

¡ FTTC COURSE TOTAL

¡ Orientation and reinforcement of specific theoretical knowledge 

for airline selection tests

¡ Theoretical Type Training Course Airbus A320: The most 

important operational characteristic of the aircraft will be 

studied, as well as procedures

¡ Psychometric test and group dynamics

¡ Preparation of personal interview

¡ Theoretical Course Type Training Boeing 737: The most 

important operational characteristics of the aircraft will be 

studied, as well as procedures

¡ MCDU training on Airbus A320 flight computer 

2 Hrs

10 Hrs

2 Hrs

2 Hrs

10 Hrs

12 Hrs

20 Hrs

20 Hrs

2 Hrs

86 Hrs

6 Hrs Taught by Pilot / Instructor with A320 / 

B737 type rating

Taught by specialist psychologist

Taught by Pilot / Instructor with A320

type rating

Real 737 FMC

Taught by Pilot / Instructor with A320

type rating

Taught by specialist psychologist

Taught by Pilot / Instructor with B737

type rating

Taught by Pilot / Instructor with B737

type rating

Real A320 MCDU

l Refresh PF and PM functions

l Reduced groups numbers of 4 to 6 people.

l All didactic and bibliographic material included

l Access to 360º Virtual Platform for specific A320 
and B737 Type Training.

l Cockpit procedure training  for A320
and B737

l Specifics of individual airlines

l Certificate of course completion

Day 5 and 6

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3 and 4

Day 14 - 17

Day 10 - 13

Day 7 - 9

Psychometric tests and group dynamics

Theoretical Course Type Training Airbus A320

Orientation and reinforcement of specific 

theoretical knowledge for entrance tests to 

an airline

Theoretical Course Type Training Boeing 737

Training in Mock-ups, FMC and MCDU, free 

study

Practical training in Airbus A320 EASA FTD 

Compliant simulator + airline assessment test

Practical training in Boeing 737 EASA FTD 

Compliant simulator + airline assessment test

Possible course progression



PROFESSIONAL ME+IR+CPL
PROGRAMME + PILOT PACK 2022

Our students and instructors are employed by
major national and international airlines

Airline Pilot Programme
+ First Officer Pack 2022

SCAN OR CLICK SCAN OR CLICK SCAN OR CLICK SCAN OR CLICK

Flight hours
45

Simulator hours
91

Diamond / CIrrus
SR20 / DA40

Diamond
DA42 G1000 SR20

FNPT II
Diamond DA42

ALX A320
Medium Jet

Diamond
DA20 C1

3 10 32 10 41 40

THE MOST COMPLETE ME + IR + CPL PROGRAMME OFFERED BY A EUROPEAN ATO
136 Hours flight + simulator practical training + 100 hours theory

https://youtu.be/5y4yCqFNGuY
https://youtu.be/gsn97Gq3uB4
https://youtu.be/Vd_eWlSTZk0
https://www.grupooneair.com/students-opinions-about-one-air/


THE MOST COMPLETE MODULAR TRAINING PROGRAMME
OFFERED BY A EUROPEAN ATO

PROFESSIONAL ME + IR + CPL
PROGRAMME + PILOT PACK 2022

Awards

ONE AIR

Aeronautical
Training

AVION REVUE
Aeronautical Training

2020 & 2021 Awards

Two consecutive years 2020 & 2021 

BEST SPANISH AERONAUTICAL TRANING SCHOOL
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